
5.12 SkillBuilder: Determining historical significance
5.12.1 Tell me
One way of developing a deeper understanding of the past is to think about the significance of particular
events, individuals, groups or ideas. This is not an easy thing to do. Measuring the importance of any aspect
of history requires making a judgement about what was important at the time or what is still important
today. There are several criteria we can use to evaluate the historical significance of any event, individual,
group or idea:• Was it remarkable? Was it different or new? Did people comment on it at the time? Was it important

for them?• Has it been remembered? Have others written or spoken about it since? What has been emphasised?
What aspects may have been left out?• Did it result in change? What were the consequences, either in the short term or the long term? Were
these consequences important or profound? How many people were affected? In what ways were their
lives changed? For how long were the consequences felt?• What does it reveal? What does it tell us about the time and its people? What does it tell us about
those who have written about it? What does it tell us about ourselves? How does it compare with other
aspects of the same period?• How is it relevant? Is it important for us today? Does this aspect of the past resonate with our own
experiences? Does it help explain the present in some way or help us in guiding our future?

When thinking about an aspect of the past we do not need to apply all of the questions to everything.
However, we can try them out and see how they might apply. It is also important to know that people
disagree about what is important or significant about the past. It’s one of the things that makes history an
interesting subject to study.

5.12.2 Show me
The Chinese on the goldfields: helpless victims of racism?
In topic 5.11 we explored the Chinese presence on the goldfields, the hostility and prejudice they faced and
how they reacted to such racism. We can understand the complex nature of this issue a little more if we look
at the historical significance of the Chinese presence.

Was the Chinese presence remarkable?
There is no doubt that the Chinese were a large and visible group on the Victorian goldfields.• From 1854 the numbers of Chinese in Victoria increased significantly from a few thousand in 1854 to

nearly 30 000 later in the decade, when the Chinese accounted for one in every ten Victorians.• More than 12 000 Chinese arrived in Australia in 1856, most headed for Victoria.• More importantly, on certain goldfields they were very prominent: in December 1857 the Chinese
made up 27 per cent of the adult male population at Bendigo.• By 1861 there were nearly 40 000 Chinese in Australia, 3.3 per cent of the entire Australian
population.

It is also clear that the Chinese were a distinct national group who were different in language, dress,
customs and religion from the majority of the European miners. They also suffered prejudice and hostility.
The image in SOURCE 1 expresses this fear and intolerance.

Has it been remembered?
Despite the fact that Chinese miners were hardworking and peaceful, some European miners resented their
different appearance and customs and were anxious about their competition in finding gold. Rumours, fear
and intolerance, as well as declining income for miners, led to a series of riots and protests.
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SOURCE 1 Melbourne Punch Almanack, January 1857. Rare
Books Collection, State Library of Victoria

The image and caption in SOURCE 2 is from the National Museum of Australia. It emphasises the violence
of the European responses and the apparent helplessness of the Chinese.

SOURCE 2 The Australian goldfields were dangerous places for the Chinese. Here, Chinese miners
are fleeing from European rioters who are attacking them with spades and picks.

There are several textbooks and websites that contain violent images and descriptions similar to those in
SOURCE 2, and it would be worthwhile to compare them. How many emphasise violence and hostility? Do
they include other sorts of interactions? It is certainly true that the violence has been well remembered in
our history and this makes it worthy of further study.

Did it result in change?
Anti-Chinese feeling on the goldfields resulted in two racist laws in Victoria that discriminated against
the Chinese.
An Act to Make Provision for Certain Immigrants was passed in 1855. This imposed limitations on the

numbers of Chinese people each ship could carry to Victoria, and a £10 fee for every Chinese person to pay
on arrival.
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To avoid paying the tax, ships began unloading people in South Australia. As a response, the Victorian
government then proposed another law ‘to control the flood of Chinese immigration setting in to this Colony
and effectually prevent the Gold Fields of Australia Felix from becoming the property of the Emperor of
China and the Mongolian and Tartar Hordes of Asia’.

This law initially proposed a £1 per month ‘residence tax’, in addition to another £1 per year ‘protection
fee’ as well as the £1 per year ‘miner’s right’ that all miners paid. In addition, the residence licence could
only be paid if they proved that they had paid the initial £10 poll tax. To make matters worse, any person
could arrest any Chinese person without a residence licence at any time.

This resulted in An Act to Regulate the Residence of the Chinese Population of Victoria in 1857. Chinese
protests against the bill brought some concessions. The residence tax was reduced to £1 every two months
and the imprisonment clause was dropped, but the law still remained as a significant and unfair law against
a targeted race.

Going further: working like a historian
One of the longer-term changes worth considering would be whether these laws contributed to the
development of other restrictive and racist laws in Australia, especially the White Australia policy of the
next century.

What does it reveal?
There are several things suggested by the sources above. Firstly, the Chinese presence sparked racially
based fear and anxiety amongst the Europeans. This resulted in violence on the goldfields as well as
government action to regulate the numbers of migrants from China and control their movements in Victoria.

However, the Chinese community protested very strongly against these laws and managed to win
concessions. It would also be worth considering other sources that suggest other forms of relations on
the goldfields.

There are other possible implications that you could discuss, such as the obvious possibility that friendly
relationships existed and that many Europeans accepted the Chinese presence. The ideas of prejudice,
racism and intolerance are still relevant today. Consider this question: can we learn anything from our study
of this topic that might influence our own ideas and values?

5.12.3 Let me do it
Complete the following activities to practise this skill.

5.12 ACTIVITIES
The Chinese on the goldfields: helpless victims of racism?
Step 1. Examine the following sources and identify what each tells us about the Chinese presence in Australia.

For each source, answer the questions below.
• Do they suggest that the Chinese were passive victims of European racism?
• Do they indicate that Europeans were consistently hostile?
• Do they show the Chinese as a distinctively different group, keeping to themselves?
• What do these new sources suggest about the place of the Chinese community in Victoria during the
gold rushes?

• What do they say about European and Chinese relations?
You may wish to organise your findings into a table with a column for each source and a row for each question,

or even a graphic organiser.
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SOURCE 3 Lovejoy, V.: The Things that Unite: Inquests into Chinese deaths on the Bendigo Goldfields
1854–65 http://prov.vic.gov.au/publications/provenance/provenance2007/things-that-unite

… the things that united these first-generation gold seekers were greater than the things that divided them.
The Chinese worked alongside Europeans and in similar ways on the Bendigo field. They used the same
tools, experienced the same dangers, the same frustrations and the same successes. Their lives and
aspirations were not so very different. Whether they were English, German, American, Maori or Chinese,
all miners dreamed of making their fortunes, all were migrants living in a harsh environment far from their
homelands, and all relied on networks of friends and family to support them.
There is no doubt that the Chinese preferred to live and work together, as did different groups of

Europeans, and that working relationships across the groups were as uncommon as personal relationships.
Yet the inquest records reveal a shared humanity that saw Europeans readily respond to Chinese in distress,
whether by accident, illness or poverty. In emphasising the prejudice against the Chinese, it is easy to lose
sight of these everyday individual connections that tell a different story.

SOURCE 4 Portrait of a Chinese Gentleman, courtesy of Dennis
O’Hoy Golden Dragon Museum Showing Face Exhibition
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SOURCE 5 John Alloo’s Chinese restaurant, Main Road, Ballarat, 1853 by
S.T. Gill

SOURCE 6 Anna Kyi: The most determined and sustained diggers’ resistance campaign This article argues
that the Chinese community in Victoria was successful in fighting against government legislation and
excessive taxation and that many Europeans on the goldfields supported them. http://prov.vic.gov.au/
publications/provenance/provenance2009/diggers-resistance-campaign

Besides demonstrating that the Chinese were capable of and willing to adopt Western forms of constitutional
protest, the petitions are also examples of Chinese agency, evidence that the Chinese chose not to be
passive victims. They provide valuable insights into the grounds upon which the Chinese defended their
rights, and themselves, as well as understandings of the impact that anti-Chinese legislation was having on
their lives … the Victorian Government repeatedly amended anti-Chinese legislation and eventually removed
these laws in response to Chinese evasion of taxes.

SOURCE 7 The first Melbourne Chinese Australian Rules Football Team
in 1899, St Vincent’s Hospital Charity Game. Photograph: Newspapers
Collection, State Library of Victoria
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Step 2. Compare your conclusions from these five sources to the information and the sources from the Show
me section of this unit.
You may wish to add the sources in the Show me section to your table.
Explain in what way these new sources give different points of view.
Step 3. Go back to our original question. Based on all of the sources and information in this section, what

conclusions can you draw about the historical significance of this aspect of Victoria’s history? In what ways
do the sources provide different ways of looking at the consequences of the Chinese presence in Australia at
this time?
Ask yourselves the following questions again. You should come up with more complex answers than the ones

suggested in the Show me section of this subtopic.
• Was it remarkable?Was it different or new? Did people comment on it at the time? Was it important
for them?

• Has it been remembered? Have others written or spoken about it since? What has been emphasised?
What aspects may have been left out?

• Did it result in change? What were the consequences, either in the short term or long term? Were these
consequences important or profound? How many people were affected? In what ways were their lives
changed? For how long were the consequences felt?

• What does it reveal?What does it tell us about the time and its people? What does it tell us about those
who have written about it? What does it tell us about ourselves? How does it compare with other aspects
of the same period?

• How is it relevant? Is it important for us today? Does this aspect of the past resonate with our own
experiences? Does it help explain the present in some way or help us in guiding our future?<Content to come>
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